Parameter shielding refers to the situation that one test parameter disables others in test execution. The quality of test case generation techniques is limited by the wide existence of parameter shielding. It is challenging to automatically find out conditions that cause the parameter shielding. This paper presents a novel approach for exploring the shielding conditions of test parameters. Our approach executes test inputs and collects runtime information of execution as features of test inputs. Then, a clustering algorithm is used to group test inputs with similar runtime information while a decision tree algorithm is built to extract the conditions in the groups. Finally, our approach identifies the shielding conditions based on the decision tree. Experiments on seven programs show that our approach can effectively detect the parameter shielding and the related conditions.
Introduction
Software companies employ testing techniques as one indispensable step for quality assurance. A Software Under Test (SUT) has multiple input parameters and each parameter may lead to a large input space. In practice, it is expensive to verify the correctness of SUT using exhaustive testing [1] , [2] . A variety of test case generation techniques have been proposed to reduce the scale of test cases, such as equivalence partitioning, boundary-value analysis, and category-partition methods [3] .
In test case generation for a SUT with more than one parameter, one parameter may be shielded by others. Parameter shielding refers to the situation that one parameter disables other parameters in the SUT [4] . For example, if an application opens a modal child window, all operations to the parent window will be shielded; for many commandline tools in Linux system, the parameter --help shields all the other parameters. Parameter shielding results in the redundancy and low quality for test cases generation. For example, in combinatorial testing with Mixed Covering Array (MCA), parameter shielding will make test case generation fail in exposing potential errors, which should be detected if no parameter shielding exists [4] . Existing work by Chen et al. [4] focuses on how to generate combinatorial test cases under the scenario of shielding conditions. However, to the best of our knowledge, how to automatically detect the parameter shielding has been unexplored yet.
We propose an approach to automatic parameter shielding detection in this paper. This approach generates test inputs and extracts function call information via dynamic analysis tools. Cluster analysis groups inputs that show the similar function calls while a decision tree algorithm identifies constraints of parameters in clusters. By analyzing the result of the decision tree, we find out whether there exists parameter shielding and extract the condition that causes the parameter shielding. Experiments show that our approach can effectively detect the parameter shielding and the related conditions.
Background

Parameter shielding
Parameter shielding widely occurs in the case that several parameters control the same or relevant program logics [4] . However, in automatic testing, it is hard to be aware of (DOI Reference Number: 10.18293/SEKE2015-039) Table 1 shows the test cases generated by 2-way testing. The technique, t-way testing, aims to cover every possible combination value of no more than t parameters [4] , [1] .
Assume that parameter c is shielded by a: when a==2, c is disabled. Then test cases in Table 1 can be transformed into cases in Table 2 ('#' means the parameter is disabled). We find that test cases in Table 2 have not covered the following value pairs of b and c: 2, 1 and 1, 2 , which are originally covered in Table 1 . In other words, when parameter a shields c, test cases cannot meet the requirements of 2-way testing. Therefore, it is important to find out the potential parameter shielding before test case generation.
Data mining
Data mining, aims to extract implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from databases [5] . It is actually the process of finding the hidden data pattern of the databases.
In this paper, we leverage clustering and classification techniques to analyze runtime logs. The goal of clustering is to discover similarities and differences among data patterns in order to derive useful conclusions about similar clusters [6] . According to a specific similarity measure, a data set is divided into clusters; such division ensures that data inside one cluster have a higher similarity than those in different clusters [7] .
The goal of classification is to predict categorical labels, such as "safe" or "risky" for the loan application data, "yes" or "no" for marketing data [7] . Decision trees are a typical family of classifiers on a target class in the form of a tree structure. One main advantage of decision trees is to produce a set of rules, which represents the branches and nodes of the tree; such rules can be easily interpreted into condition combinations, comparing with other basic classification techniques [8] . 
Approach
We propose an approach to automatically detecting parameter shielding. Figure 1 shows the process of our approach, which consists of six steps.
Input generation
In general, parameter shielding occurs when a parameter value dominates a module or several parameters are sensitive to the parameter orders. In our work, to detect parameter shielding, we extract parameters in the same module and generate test inputs for further test execution.
First, we generate test inputs, i.e., input vectors of actual values for parameters, for every single parameter. We can generate all values in the input space for parameters with small input space. For parameters with large input space, we choose parameter values that generate different runtime behaviors, such that these values can be divided into different clusters by clustering analysis. Values can be selected by equivalence partitioning, boundary-value analysis etc. Based on these selected values, we calculate all combination and permutations of parameters. So the number of generated test inputs is n! × 
Runtime recording and feature extraction
We execute all generated inputs and extract their runtime information. Using dynamic analysis tools such as Valgrind [9] , 1 we are able to collect running information of SUTs, including the orders of function calls and the number of function calls. Then, function call information is stored in logs for feature extraction.
We describe the two kinds of features in our experiments as follows. The order of function calls refers to the index of a function such as bar in the call chain of another function such as foo during the test execution. The order of function calls can be converted to numeric features by the python-like pseudo code in Listing 1. Function gen func call pair scans logs that are record by dynamic analysis tools and finds out the collection of functions which called by the same function. Then we can obtain all function call pairs. For example, funcA:funcB means the order of funcB in the collection of functions which are called by funcA. Function gen numeric is used for generating the number value of specific features. It scans logs that record calling information of a specific input and calculates the feature values. Note that some call pairs only occurs in some specific inputs. Thus, we assign a specific value such as -1 to values of call pairs which are not occurred. Function gen featMat calls gen func call pair and gen numeric to generate all values of features and write them to file. The feature extraction for the number of function calls is similar to the feature extraction for the order of function calls.
Clustering and decision tree algorithms
Based on the extracted features, we apply clustering algorithms based on numeric distances to detect similar test inputs [7] . Clustering, such as k-means and EM algorithms [6] , is used in our approach for grouping inputs which generate similar program behaviors together in a cluster. In our work, the k-means algorithm is used for clustering in the implementation. Since we select values that conduct different program behaviors, the inputs will be grouped into different clusters. Recall the example in Table 1 , assume that all parameter values lead to different program behaviors. Then case 2, 1, 1 and 2, 1, 2 will be grouped into different cluster. If c is disabled when a==2, then case 2, 1, 1 and 2, 1, 2 will be grouped in the same cluster, called cluster1. This cluster (cluster1) is determined by value of a and b only, meanwhile other clusters are determined by values of all parameters. We can find out the shielding condition by analyzing the clustering result.
To further "understand" clusters, we employ a decision tree algorithm to find out the conditions for parameter shielding. Given clusters as well as their test inputs, we treat a cluster, which a test input belongs to, as the label of the test input. Then we have a data set of labeled test inputs. Based on this data set, we train a decision tree model to build the relationship between features and their labels (clusters). Decision trees are a typical kind of classification algorithms, for example, ID3, C4.5, and CART [10] . C4.5 is used in our implementation.
Shielding analysis
When a parameter is shielded by others, the parameter value will not affect the program behavior. In other words, when a parameter is disabled, runtime behaviors of the SUT are only determined by other parameters.
We can find the shielded parameter from decision tree by the following steps: first, in a decision tree, we merge paths (conditions) that come from the same cluster; second, we find out parameters that do not exist in the conditions of clusters. These parameters are the shielded parameters while the identified conditions could be the shielding conditions.
Experiments
Experiments are conducted on programs of different types and scales. Table 3 
Program with enumeration inputs
Taking program ln as an example, three parameters -s, -P, and -L are considered in the experiment. Parameter -s is used for making symbolic links instead of hard links; parameter -P is used for changing hard links directly into symbolic links; and parameter -L is for changing hard links into symbolic link references. Table 4 shows the classification result of ln. We can find out that test inputs of -L and -PL belong to the same cluster (cluster1), while inputs of -P and -LP belongs to another cluster (cluster2). We can infer that when -P is in front of -L, program behaviors are almost the same as input -L. Thus, we conclude that -P is shielded if -P is listed in front of -L. Similarly, -L is shielded when -L is in front of -P. Meanwhile, all inputs that contain the parameter -s belong to the same cluster (cluster0), so we can conclude that -P and -L are shielded when -s exists in the inputs. We confirm the above conclusions by manually verification.
Program with integer inputs
We discuss shielding of integer inputs in this subsection. Figure 2 shows the decision tree of parameter -vframes number and -r f ps of ffmpeg. Parameter -r set the number of video frames to output and parameter -vframes set frame rate of the input video. Since the path of cluster0 is not divided by vframes, we can conclude that when r ≤ 0, vframes is shielded. By manually executing the program, we confirm that the conclusion is correct. Table 5 shows other results of SUTs in Table 3 . For all these programs, we find that the shielding conditions are correctly detected.
Results for other programs
Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel approach to automatic detection of parameter shielding for test case generation.Test parameters shielded by others are found by clustering the runtime information of the SUT. Experiments show that our approach can effectively detect the parameter shielding for various types of parameters. Meanwhile, shielding conditions between parameters can also be detected in our approach. Our shielding detection approach can be used for enhancing the quality of test cases and for reducing the testing cost.
